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Generally, there has been a reduced number of new press projects and in the newspaper publishing business, in particular, 
the volume of spending to maintain and modernise existing installations has increased significantly in comparison to the 
investments in brand new presses, according to a release from KBA. Alongside classic services such as retrofits and press 
relocations, more and more users are seeking upgrades to expand their production options and thus to improve press 
utilisation. However, despite the widespread reluctance to invest in the international newspaper industry, there are still 
numerous new press lines being installed and commissioned around the world. Koenig & Bauer will soon be delivering two 
further 32-page Cortina sections to complement the comprehensive retrofit of an existing multi-tower Commander line in 
Belgium (above). See page 16 for more.

FEW NEW PROJECTS, BUT INVESTMENTS PROVIDE HOPE
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FROM THE EDITOR

Print cannot be replaced, but digital 
has an important place too
Koenig & Bauer AG celebrated its 200th 

anniversary in style, in Würzburg, Germany. 
What the company release termed “the festive week”, 
drew more than 13000 visitors at the Open Day 
on 23rd September, a remarkable number by any 
standard. The official ceremony with former Federal 
President Horst Köhler as main speaker saw about 
700 guests from across the world in attendence. The 
main factory in Würzburg was spruced up, complete 
with the objective of  providing an experience of  
the historical and the modern. The commemorative 
publication, People - Machines - Ideas, was “a printed 
declaration of  love for the past, present and future 
of  print”. KBA CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann 
couldn’t have said it better: “Print has been keeping 
our company and its employees moving for 200 
years now.” Today, KBA products, wherever they are 
sold, keep people company morning to evening – the 
directly printed perfume bottle in the bathroom, the 
newspaper at the breakfast table, banknotes, credit 
cards and a wide range of  packaging when going 
shopping, to books or magazines. The best thing 
about this is that most of  the print products cannot 
be replaced by online media or computer screens, 
and the demand is continuing to rise, says Bolza-
Schünemann, and this is what makes him and his 
company optimistic about the future.

At the IFRA World Expo in Berlin, the KBA booth 
saw a new corporate design and a new slogan, ‘We’re 
on it’. An indication perhaps that they are at the top 
of  their game or getting close to it. Also, perhaps, 
reflective of  the challenging times the print industry 
is in, as mentioned in their press release – generally 
reduced number of  new press projects, more users 
seeking upgrades to expand their production options 
and improve press utilisation. 

So, what does the sector need today? What is 
the perception of  modern newspaper production? 
And what do  service and future security mean for 
newspaper printers? manroland provides some 
answers – the requirements of  today's modern 
rapidly changing market demand continuity, stability 

Sashi Nair
editorpiirind@gmail.com

and security with regard to the lifecycle of  the system, 
and the market also demands creative new business 
models. And that is what their Colorman e:line 
and the Geoman e:line offer – higher throughput, 
diversity of  printed products, reduced waste and 
lower manning levels on the press. Very few will 
disagree with the manroland viewpoint – service is 
now key for printing companies, printing houses are 
hesitant to invest, it has become hard to predict the 
market, and additional challenges will keep arising. 
To maintain the competitive edge, manroland says a 
search has begun for solutions that offer more quality, 
flexibility and productivity, while also increasing the 
life cycle of  the machine.

And that is what successful companies usually 
do. They constantly reflect, think out-of-the-box, 
innovate and, above all, remain optimistic. 

A panel discussion at the inaugural of  the WAN-
IFRA India Conference recently (see page 6 

for the story), which had some of  the leaders in the 
news publishing business speak, saw some interesting 
points being thrown up. Here are some of  them:

Newspapers are moving from reach to loyal •	
communities – people, especially the younger 
generation, are willing to pay and become paid 
subscribers. 
With all the current developments, trust is the new •	
currency; gaining the reader's trust has become 
the primary objective.
One of  the biggest concerns is that there is a •	
reluctance to innovate. 
Print or digital – there is a role for each medium •	
to play.
It’s time cover prices of  newspapers are raised •	
(readers haven’t abandoned The Hindu after it 
raised its price; The Hindu Sunday edition at                  
Rs 15, in north India, is perhaps the highest 
priced newspaper to sell in the country). 
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Tackling the unknowns – 
leaders discuss road ahead

Setting the tone for the discussion, Thomas Jacob, 
chief  operating officer, WAN-IFRA, talked 
about the disruption in the industry over the 

recent past, starting with the advent of  portals like 
Microsoft  and  Yahoo which prompted aggregation 
of  data. The  rise of  search engines like Google 
ushered in a new set of  players who optimised 
search content – Huffington Post, for instance. The 
next phase of  disruption centred around social 
media, particularly Facebook. The focus was on viral 
content and getting as many clicks.  Outfits such as 
Buzzfeed and Taboola built their businesses around 
this development, Jacob noted. 

The latest development is Stories as a Service 
(SAAS). This is based on building a relationship 
with the reader. Artificial intelligence tools such as 
predictive analyses are used to make valuable content 
available at the right time to the right audience on 
the right platform. It is about building a mobile 
community using big data to understand consumer 
preferences. 

To charge or not to charge
Print circulation is holding on, Jacob said, though 

there has been a double-digit decline in print 
advertising. There is, however, a rise in digital revenue 
as people, particularly the younger generation, are 
actually willing to pay for content. Newspapers are 
moving from reach to loyal communities – people 
who are willing to pay and become paid subscribers. 
He cited the experience of  Schibsted, a Norwegian 
subscription paper, as a promising development for 
media around the world.

Media Trends and the Way Forward was the broad topic of a panel discussion at the 
recent WAN-IFRA 2017 Conference in Chennai. Fake news vs trust, the economics 
of cover pricing and newsroom convergence were among the issues discussed by 
four industry leaders – D.D. Purkayastha, MD & CEO, ABP; Rajiv Verma, CEO, HT 
Media; Rajiv Lochan, MD & CEO, Kasturi & Sons; and Shrijeet Mishra, COO, Bennett, 
Coleman & Co. The discussion was coordinated by Thomas Jacob, COO, WAN-IFRA. 
Susan Philip reports  

A question of  trust
Expressing concern over the hold that fake news has 

gained, Jacob said with all the current developments, 
trust is the new currency. “At the height of  the US 
presidential race, fake news content on Facebook 
generated 87 lakh (reader) engagements, while 
mainstream media content generated only 73 lakh 
engagements.” According to the 2017 Digital News 
Report by Reuters, a survey of  70000 respondents 
revealed that prevalence of  fake news had resulted in 
a substantial drop in the trust factor. Only 40 per cnt 
people trusted mainstream media's ability to separate 
fact from fiction while just 24 per cent thought 
the same about social media. “If  getting a reader's 
attention represented currency for news media 
earlier, today gaining the reader's trust has become 
the primary objective,” he said.

A case for scale
On the subject of  advertisements, Jacob said in 

India print was doing well, but worldwide 89 per cent 
of  the ad revenue went to Google and Facebook.  

“Publishers end up with only 30 per cent of  the 
revenue pie. There’s also a shift to mobile ad blockers, 
which is frightening news. Newspapers are devising 
strategies to get users to turn off  ad blocks. There has 
been a 30 per cent increase in the use of  ad blocks, 
and now 62 per cent of  mobile phone users have 
deployed them. It is clear that advertisement is going 
to be a problem area. It is also clear that to take on 
Google and Facebook, there is need for scale,” Jacob 
said. 

Media companies on their own could not get such 
a scale to fight the giants. In many places, they were 
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coming together to combat the pressure. For example, 
Belgian newspapers were sharing their inventories 
to offer a premium ad network – a single platform 
providing rich data which the advertisers could use, 
he pointed out. 

Innovate or die
Talking of  the way forward, Jacob said WAN-IFRA 

had done some research into successful patterns. It 
asked senior executives of  successful firms to identify 
the greatest risk, to the future of  their companies. 
Surprisingly, across the board, neither the growth of  
technology, nor fall of  revenue, were blamed. The 
issue, respondents felt, was a reluctance to innovate. 
Interestingly, it was also seen that companies which 
showed an inclination to innovate were four times as 
likely as the others to report higher revenue. That was 
something to think about, Jacob told his audience at 
the conference. 

On advertisements and journalism 
The consequences of  excessive dependence on 

advertisement revenue engaged the attention of  
participants in the panel discussion. D.D. Purkayastha, 

MD & CEO, ABP, recalled that it was The Times of  
India which had set the ball rolling vis-à-vis reduction 
in cover prices, and other players had to follow suit. 
As a result, 90 per cent of  the revenue for newspaper 
publishers had to come from advertisements. “If  
anything happens on this front, it affects us badly as 
we don’t have the barrier of  circulation revenue,” he 
said, and called for a collaborative increase in cover 
prices and efforts to get readers to pay for content. 

Rajiv Verma, CEO, HT Media, noted that while the 
business model of  selling newspapers way below the 
cost price had resulted in the skew in the financial 
situation, on the flip side it had increased penetration 
of  newspapers. However, reduced profits had 
restricted investment in the newsroom, and that had 
in turn caused the quality of  journalism to suffer. 

Presenting a different viewpoint, Rajiv Lochan, 
MD & CEO, Kasturi & Sons, publishers of  The 
Hindu, said his organisation made a distinction 
between advertising and journalism. “As a group, we 
are rooting for journalism. There’s a strong sense 
of  purpose – we are here to shape public opinion, 
inform the public. We have privileged the reader first, 
and adsvertisements second,” he said. 
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The Hindu had seen a significant resurgence in 
quality of  journalism as a result, Lochan said. “Cover 
prices have increased, yet circulation is increasing. 
Our Sunday paper is the highest priced here. Time 
will tell if  it works. But as of  now, readers haven’t 
abandoned us,” he said, adding that the Group was 
confident its readers would respond to whatever was 
asked of  them. 

Talking about the digital segment, Lochan said the 
Group’s strategy was to follow the readers, giving 
them clarity, trust and comprehension to start with. 

“Then we will move to mobile, and later to TV,” he 
said, adding, “Our aim is to put together a string of  
pearls. The commercial around each pearl will be a 
little different. But when strung together, they will 
make a very nice necklace.”

Shrijeet Mishra, COO, Bennett, Coleman & Co, felt 
digital could be used “dramatically well”. Stressing 
that to survive, innovation was essential, he said, “We 
engage with the consumer to create content. He talked 
of  how The Times’ model of  citizen journalism, 
where the consumer created news of  civic issues 
and the government reacted, had become a huge hit. 
Various such initiatives taken by The Times of  India 
had been very successful, he added”. 

New business paradigms
In a free-flowing question and answer session, 

the participants responded to queries raised by the 
audience. Talking of  monetisation, Purkayastha said 
the ABP’s One India campaign was a huge success. 
Rajiv Lochan elaborated on various out-of-the-box 

ideas which the Hindu Group had developed as 
offshoots to its newspaper. For instance, it found that 
people were willing to pay for advice on the home-
buying front, and it now provided such advice for a 
fee. Similarly, it capitalised on the general aspiration 
of  Indians to speak English effectively by bringing in 
freelancers, content writers and other professionals, 
working with technology with very promising results. 

Talking of  new business paradigms, Rajiv 
Verma said his organisation had found that it was 
economically unviable to keep digital and print 
separate.  “As India digitises more and more, the 
young Indian is leapfrogging into the digital world. 
Selling content online is a skill, we’re working on it,” 
he said. Purkayastha said the ABP also found merit in 
business convergence. “ABP is the most diversified 
media company. We’re selling many verticals together. 
We have a common pool of  resources and fish in 
them,” he said. 
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From left: D.D. Purkayastha, Rajiv Verma, Rajiv Lochan and Shrijeet Mishra.  Thomas Jacob (right) moderated.
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Print, digital in tandem can 
provide good journalism 
This is the age of citizen journalism, blogs and digital journalism platforms. In this scenario, three 
industry leaders who have taken classical journalism forward shared their experiences and vision 
with the audience at the recent WAN-IFRA Conference in Chennai. Susan Philip reports

In the context of  the topic of  the Paying Reader vs 
the Promiscuous Reader, Mukund Padmanabhan, 
editor, The Hindu, talked of  the changes, some 

radical, that were recently rung in at the paper, and 
the rationale behind the process. It had been many 
years since The Hindu had gone through a revamp 
and with a new editor on board, it was only natural 
to bring in fresh ideas. 

One sweeping change was the hiking of  the cover 
price, making it India’s most expensive newspaper. 
The intent was to correct the balance between 
circulation revenue and advertisement revenue, 
and rely a little more on the former, a little less on 
the latter. “We felt this would give us freedom to 
withstand pressure from without and within, and 
help to improve standards of  good journalism,” 
Padmanabhan said.
“Another major change is that there’s now a 

common edition for all places north of  the Vindhyas. 
We found that The Hindu was read in all kinds of  
places – Jaipur, Bhopal, Udaipur –  you name it. 
People were buying in small numbers, but buying for 
our national and international coverage. That’s what 
we do best.” There were other changes too, like a 
beefed up Sunday Magazine, a more in-depth art and 
culture supplement. 

That’s the future for free news,” Padmanabhan felt. 
The challenge was how to get reporters to think and 
write differently, he said. 

Explaining the way his organisation had dealt with 
the challenge, Padmanabhan said, “We template a 
number of  pages where the ask is very clear. This 
has allowed a larger pool of  writers to contribute. 
Gratifyingly, people changed the way they thought and 
wrote.” He questioned the rush to be first, perhaps at 
the cost of  accuracy, and the drive to harvest eyeballs, 
resulting in tendencies like framing headlines to woo 
‘clicks’ rather than with the focus on accuracy. 

Asserting that it’s a sellout of  the profession itself  
if  content is given free, Padmanabhan regretted that 
it had institutionalised slew of  bad practices – how to 
get noticed on social media seems to be the driving 
force, he noted. However, he saw a silver lining in the 
willingness of  people to pay for online content from 
serious, trusted sources. Elaborating on paying vs 
promiscuous, he said, “We’ve repackaged our e-paper, 
and hope to have many more paying subscribers. No 
matter if  they’re promiscuous.” 

Raj Chengappa, editorial director, India Today Group, 
spoke of  how and why the news magazine has been 

“reimagined”. “In the light of  the multiple threats 
journalism faces today, the magazine, which is at the 
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Mukund Padmanabhan. Raj Chengappa.

“We have been 
taking baby steps to 
pay attention to what 
only newspapers can 
do – analyse, provide 
background, and a 
platform for diverse 
opinions. In other 
words, to step away 
from routine news to 
contextualised news. 

end of  the consumption 
chain, should logically be 
out of  business. Why it 
continues to exist is an 
existential question?” he 
asked. 

Chengappa talked of  
the Group’s core values 
– 5 Cs and 3 Es – Clarity, 
Credibility, Currency, 
Considered and Cool, and 



                                   RIND Technical Seminar 

 
In 2015, PII-RIND (RIND amalgamated with the Press Institute of India in 1990) commenced a series of 
technical seminars useful for production and maintenance executives/ plant managers.  Some of the 
seminars conducted include: Running a Web Offset Press  ̶  Best Practices, Printing Plant Maintenance, 
CtP Systems in Newspaper Production, Newsprint and News Ink in Newspaper Production, and 
Environmental Management of Printing Plants. The next seminar will be on: 
 

On Friday, 24th November 2017 
 

10 am to 5 pm 
 

BEST PRACTICES IN NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION 
 

Session 1:  The big picture 
State of printing industry world wide 
 

Session 2:  Newsprint handling and waste management 
Efficient way of storage and handling 

 Wastage reduction and waste management 
  

Session 3:  Ink 
Storage, usage, handling, metering and pumping system 
Right setting to improve ink mileage 
Influence of ink saver software to save the ink 
Properties to modify before migrating to 42 GSM or lower GSM paper 
 

Session 4:  Effective maintenance and SOPs in printing press 
 by V.S. Narayanan, GM Technical, Dinamalar             
 

Session 5:  Print consumables  
Right material for the right product 
Systems and practices that improve consumables mileage 
Green printing. Eco friendly initiatives in print production 
 
 

 (Names of other  speakers will soon be confirmed. There will be breaks for refreshments between 
sessions; lunch between  1 pm and 2 pm.) 

The participation fee is Rs 2500 (includes 18% GST). Payment can be made by DD/ payable-at-par 
cheque favouring Press Institute of India and mailed to the Director, Press Institute of India, Second Main 
Road, Taramani CPT Campus, Chennai 600113. For more details, please contact Geetha at 044-
22542323/ 2344 or rindgeetha@gmail.com.  

PLEASE REGISTER SOON 
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Exclusive, Exciting and Enlightening. Keeping these 
in view, the organisation capitalised on a perceived 
opportunity – the desire for relevant news in the face 
of  the current information explosion and the bane 
of  fake news. 

India Today ‘reimagined’ the cover, tweaking 
the existing one and redesigning. It reinvented the 
supplements. It also has a presence on social media to 
push the magazine, Chengappa explained. Summing 
up, he said all in all, India Today provided a fine dining 
experience, leveraging all media and keeping the best 
(traditions) of  the old. 

Sitaraman Shankar, managing editor, Network 18, 
explained how the organisation had smartly mastered 
the art of  catering to the new age reader. Among 
other things, it managed various digital businesses 
including portals such as moneycontrol.com, ibnlive.
com, burrp.com, in.com and firstpost.com. 

Through  its  subsidiary 'TV18 Broadcast Limited', 
the group operates news channels such as CNBC-
TV18, CNBC Awaaz, CNBC Bajar, CNBC-TV18 
Prime HD, and IBN-Lokmat (a Marathi regional news 
channel in partnership with the Lokmat group). “From 
a landing site for CNBC TV18, moneycontrol has 
transformed itself  to such an extent in a year that 
CNBC now carries its exclusives,” Shankar said. 

Statistics showed that news was a great handle to 
get people on to a non-news site. Network 18 figured 
out that evolution was the key to survival. It has hired 
more than 25 editors/ reporters who covered a range 
of  beats. It created a Moneycontrol research team with 
analysts hired from the financial industry. It bolstered 
the desk-news sensibility and was in the process of  
building a video team, Shankar said, adding that at 
the core was excellent journalism. 

Breaking news on digital media has immediate •	
impact 
Stories of  personal experience are inspirational •	
and popular 
It’s a mistake to think that digital readers are •	
frivolous
An empowered desk coupled with a small group •	
of  writers can achieve the desired results 
Use technology as innovatively as possible Be •	
open to buying in solutions 

The outcome, Shankar told the WAN-IFRA 
Conference, was that, today, Network18 was one of  
the Top 10 digital destinations in India. 

A view of  the audience.

Sitaraman Shankar.

<

The Network 18 
team had learnt 
various lessons and 
incorporated them 
into its winning 
formula. These 
included: 

Live blogs work •	
brilliantly because 
of  the continuous 
stream of  news

Vidya Menon is publisher, 
Outlook Money 

Further to Vidya Menon’s current role as the 
publisher of Outlook Business and Outlook 
Splurge, Outlook Publishing has announced her 
appointment as publisher of Outlook Money as 
well. With over 15 years of association with the 
Outlook Group, Vidya has been instrumental in 
introducing and spearheading various exclusive 
IPs and has led crucial initiatives across brands 
and mediums owned by the Group. Her expertise 
and contribution within the Luxury vertical 
has added immense value to their portfolio of 
brands.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

<
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Making a presentation on ‘Publishing in the 
digital world – how book publishers can 
drive greater revenue and create more 

efficient processes using digital printing technology’, 
Bimal Mehta, executive director, Vakil & Sons, 
stressed the need for change – new business models, 
new formats, new packaging and delivery systems 
and efforts to harness new technology. 

Even while acknowledging that the industry 
was experiencing low growth, thin margins, high 
inventory and significant shipping costs, Mehta held 
out hope for the future, saying the market continues 
to grow a few percentage points year on year. 

Book industry facts 
Printing accounts for 15-20 per cent of  the • 
value of  a book; most value is in publishing and 
distribution/ retailing 
Digital printing can address many industry pain • 
points and offer incremental revenue to value 
chain participants 
Peak opportunities exist in certain book segments • 
for printing and across all segments for managing 
flows of  digital content 
Noting that print volume had declined globally, • 
Mehta said as a result inventory risks and 
production costs were rising in the current offset 
centric supply chain model, retailers were cutting 
down on initial order volumes and forecast 
uncertainty was increasing, as was inventory risk, 
while economies of  scale were decreasing. Ebook 
sales were growing but flattening, he added. 

In response to the changing scenario, publishers 
were taking steps to minimise monetary risks. “They 
are making content available in multiple forms and 
moving to digital for print runs below offset/digital 
break-even points. Another method of  tackling the 

How digital can drive greater 
efficiency, revenue
Book publishing is a segment in flux. Traditional business modules are under stress and there is 
need for change. This was a message clearly spelt out at the World Printers’ Forum Conference in 
Chennai recently. More from Susan Philip

BOOK PUBLISHING

Bimal Mehta.
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situation is to include automatic replenishment and 
micro-inventory management at or with printers,” 
Mehta said.  

It’s all about content 
With the rise of  mobile, video, AR, VR, big data, 

little data, and the like, many publishers forget that 
content was evolving, Mehta observed. However, he 
stressed, it had to be kept in mind that content was 
the product.  “Content needs to be delivered, how, 
when and where the consumer needs and wants it.” 
“New Technologies are creating opportunities 

for book publishers to streamline their operations, 
distribute their books and develop new revenues 
streams. The revenue implications from digital 
can be huge,” Mehta said. It allowed publishers to 
adopt models such as distribute-and-print, selling 
on-demand copies, reviving out-of-print titles, and 
achieve significant savings by reducing inventory. 

On the subject of  inventory, Mehta said the 
traditional model of  publishing was shifting from 
one almost exclusively based on speculative inventory 
to one based on micro or virtual inventory. The fiscal 
impact of  the move to micro/ virtual inventory model 
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was increasingly compelling, Mehta said, adding, 
the new business models were not only geared to 
reducing inventory, they also allowed new publishing 
models and products to flourish. 

New revenue streams to tap
On-demand books•	
Personalisation•	
Customised books•	
Hybrid model – e-books and print•	
Out-of-print titles•	
Self  publishing •	

Explaining the rationale behind the content 
distribution and pint-to-order model, Mehta said it 
was not just about production but about the very way 
in which a publishing business was constructed. It 
was based on cost per unit printed vs cost per unit 
sold. 

Rethinking the economics of  book printing
 In the offset print model, there was huge potential 

for waste. If  a publisher incorrectly guessed a title’s 
success, then the publishing house had to shell out a 
significant amount as warehousing costs. These costs 
might even outweigh book sales revenue, Mehta 
explained. Instead of  measuring price per unit, 
publishers needed to understand the lifecycle cost of  
a book, he said. “This goes through the Introduction, 
Growth, Maturity/Stabilization and Decline stages, 
with annual sales volume peaking at Stage 3 before 
dropping.” 

Publisher-printer collaboration
In order to achieve success, there must be strong 

infrastructure on the side of  both printer and 
publisher. Publishers were looking for initiatives such 
as global, simultaneous print solutions, the choice of  
an appropriate print solution by a print partner, the 
parallel, automatic setting up of  print-on-demand 
facilities, automated deliveries of  ready-to-print 
files and distribution solutions such as consolidated 
deliveries and automated stock replenishment.

Mehta said publishers needed to create an 
accessible content distribution platform which 
facilitated, among other things, optimisation of  
print specifications, customisation of  content, and 
track-and-trace encryption. Similarly, print services 
partners needed to ensure services such as integrated 
order management, tracking and billing and high 
quality digital press capacity. 

Talking of  changing trends and new possibilities, 
Mehta said mass digitisation was now seen as strategic. 
Many publishers were investing in transaction data 
warehouses. “New operational systems provide 
cleaner transaction information for data warehousing 
and analysis. Tools are available for projecting sales of  
new titles based on past performance of  similar titles. 
During acquisition, expected revenue streams can 
be modeled to determine the quantum of  advance 
and other contractual obligations. Reprint planning is 
also facilitated. These analytics have made publishing 
programmes more intelligent. Printers, distributors 
and booksellers are also capturing their operational 
performance data for analytics,” he explained.

Mehta used case studies of  Palgrave Macmillan, 
which could not meet the demand for its science and 
technology titles in markets like China, Malaysia and 
Brazil, sometimes taking as long as a month to print 
and ship a title abroad, and of  Boston-based King 
Printing, which had forged long-term partnerships 
with Houghton Mifflin, Pearson, McGraw-Hill 
and Hardcourt to offer short-run, fast turnaround 
services, to illustrate his points. In a nutshell, Mehta’s 
message to the delegates at the conference was: Print 
is not dead – just needs to adapt to remain relevant. 

Vakil and Sons is a pioneer in print and publishing, 
with more than 70 years of  experience. It provides 
specialised IT enabled (ITES) and printing services. 
Commercial printing, greeting cards and content 
management, book publishing and distribution, pre-
media and IT services and financial reporting (XBRL) 
are its areas of  expertise. 

Journals
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new KBa slogan reflects 
changing times 

At the IFRA World Publishing Expo in Berlin in 
mid-October, just a few days after the company's 
200th anniversary celebrations, Koenig & Bauer made 
its first major public appearance in its newly launched 
corporate design and with the new slogan ‘We’re 
on it’. The diverse presentations and discussions at 
the exhibition booth of  the group business units 
responsible for the newspaper market – KBA-Digital 
& Web Solutions and PrintHouseService (PHS) – 
drew attention to the generally reduced number of  
new press projects, and above all to service-related 
topics.

In the newspaper branch, in particular, the volume 
of  spending to maintain and modernise existing 
installations has increased significantly in comparison 
to the investments in brand new presses. Alongside 
classic services such as retrofits and press relocations, 
more and more users are seeking upgrades to expand 
their production options and thus to improve press 
utilisation. Typical examples are coating units to 
enable commercial products to be printed on the 
waterless Cortina newspaper press, facilities for four-
page centre spreads and new advertising formats, or 
stitchers to enhance the user-friendliness of  printed 
newspapers. 

Lateral stitcher for broadsheet newspapers: 
Ribbon and section stitchers have already been 
incorporated into web presses for the finishing of  

tabloid products for some years. For broadsheet 
newspapers, on the other hand, the expensive option 
of  longitudinal gluing has to date remained the only 
solution. That is all about to change, however, with 
a new lateral stitcher manufactured by Tolerans. 
The new unit is installed on the former and places 
staples in the first longitudinal or former fold of  
each newspaper section, either continuously or 
intermittently. Two staples per page length is the 
standard, although KBA-Digital & Web has already 
received enquiries for three staples per page length. 
Where certain prerequisites are met, this wish can 
also be realised. 

The lateral stitcher concept is not limited to just 
broadsheet products, as demonstrated by the world's 
first pilot installation on a Commander press at 
Herenco Press in Jönköping/Sweden. Here, the belt 
guide of  the KF 80 folder, with its recently retrofitted 
quarter-fold module, was adapted to implement 
lateral stitching. With just minimal investment outlay, 
Herenco Press has thus gained the capability to stitch 
quarter-fold products inline in a format close to A4. 
The conveyor chain passes the stitched and folded 
products directly to the three-knife trimmer and on 
to the compensating stackers for “bundling”. That 
reduces both labour costs and waste.

Internet-based offers on the rise: The extended 
service portfolio of  KBA-Digital & Web also 
includes various Internet-based offers. In its so-called 
Active Corner, for example, KBA-Digital & Web 
presented a number of  augmented reality options 
and other means to reduce operating costs, such as 
predictive maintenance or the energy consumption 
monitoring system ViSuEnergy. With AR-DataGlass, 
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Presentation of  the AR DataGlass during an open day in 
Würzburg to mark the 200th anniversary of  Koenig & Bauer 
AG in September.

Company founder Ehrhard Naumann started up the new Commander 
CL at Druck-und Pressehaus Naumann in Gelnhausen during the 
company's 50th anniversary celebrations. 
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the specialists at Koenig & Bauer are able to follow 
the actions of  an on-site technician in real time. 
Intervention times are reduced significantly and there 
are no misunderstandings due to communication 
difficulties. VisuEnergy meters and evaluates 
energy consumption across an entire print company. 
Another online-based tool is KBA MobileConsole. 
Designed for use in industrial environments, this 
tablet serves as a mobile press console with full 
operating functionality. 

Despite the widespread reluctance to invest in 
the international newspaper industry, there are 
still numerous new press lines being installed and 
commissioned around the world. Druck- und 
Pressehaus Naumann in Gelnhausen near Frankfurt, 
for example, marked the 50th anniversary of  the 
company in September by commissioning a new 
Commander CL from Koenig & Bauer, and in doing 
so has practically doubled its print capacity. 

On the island of  La Réunion in the Indian Ocean, 
the 20th Cortina waterless press – in a configuration 
incorporating hot-air dryers – is set to commence 
production within the next few days. And two further 
32-page Cortina press sections will soon be delivered 
to Coldset Printing Partners in Belgium.

Newspapers still holding back on digital print: 
There is currently relatively little movement in the 
field of  digital newspaper printing. It is already some 
years ago that Koenig & Bauer demonstrated the 
fundamental suitability of  a digital inkjet process for 
hyperlocal or highly targeted short runs, personalised 
supplements and special products in the fields of  
event and reader marketing. With the RotaJET L for 
web widths from 77 to 138 cm, it can also offer a 
suitable digital press. With the exception of  a few 
installations for foreign newspapers on islands or in 
densely populated metropolitan regions, however, the 

branch remains reluctant to invest in digital print due 
to the higher costs for consumables and the reduced 
productivity where longer runs are required.

aBB, 3TControl, HKMB 
tie up

ABB Printing, one of  the leading suppliers of  
automation solutions for the newspaper industry, 
based in Baden, Switzerland, 3TControl Precision 
Systems, the Spanish supplier of  density control and 
print automation systems, and European publisher 
HKMB, which operates 10 newspaper printing plants 
across Germany and Poland, have entered into a 
cooperation making 3TControl the global preferred 
supplier of  press register and ink density control 
systems to ABB Printing.

Says Damian Staedeli, head of  ABB Printing, 
"3TControl has a complete and proven product range 
for newspaper print automation with successful 
installations worldwide over the past 10 years. They 
have had many industry firsts, integrated density 
and register control, invisible microdot technology, 
all plate register control and water control and 
they continue to develop and bring new ideas and 
functionality to market. This creates real value for 
printers, and real value and benefits for printers is 
also what ABB Printing stands for."

3TControl CEO Ian Banerjee says, " There are many 
new benefits we can offer through this cooperation 
to further help printers with better quality and print 
cost reductions. 3TControl has continued to push the 
bar higher and together with ABB we can bring new 
possibilities to market, not only with new functionality 
for ABB's top level production management solution 
MPS Production, but also for customers that wish 
to only change the underlying electronics. Like 
us, ABB believe in bringing to market solutions for 
printers to get more and more out of  their existing 
presses. Building the best automation solutions for 
newspapers worldwide is our passion and we look 
forward to going global with ABB Printing."

Adds KurtÜbelher, HKMB CEO: "We were first 
a client looking for automation in an increasingly 
competitive market. We liked the 3TControl system 
and company a lot. We are a real publishing and 
printing organisation looking constantly to be more 
efficient. We are always trying to get more from our 
print operations and automation is a key part of  that. 

New look, new design, new slogan. A long shot of  the Koenig & 
Bauer booth.
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Our involvement in this cooperation helps generate 
new user ideas and provides a real world demo room 
for customers to visit and test-drive the system for 
themselves.

The cooperation between the companies has already 
borne fruit with an order placed by Schibsted Media 
Group’s BergensTidende in Bergen, Norway, for 
the full integration of  the 3TControl press register 
and ink density control systems with the ABB press 
control system.

Colorman, Geoman e:lne 
find favour

The new newspaper printing range e:line from 
manroland web systems has established itself  
successfully in a difficult market because it offers 
immense benefits for the operator. Already this year, 
two large-scale printing houses have decided for 
these innovations in newspaper production. 

What does the sector need today? What is the 
perception of  modern newspaper production? 
And what do service and future security mean for 
newspaper printers? The requirements of  today's 
modern rapidly changing market demand continuity, 
stability and security with regards to the lifecycle 
of  the system. The market, however, also demands 
creative new business models. 

The e:line family consists of  two versions; the 
Colorman e:line and the Geoman e:line. Both series 

have been developed for technically demanding 
customers who lay great emphasis on economically 
efficient production combined with reduced 
investment costs. Because efficiency in newspaper 
production is just as prevalent in the e:line systems' 
family genetics as profitability, ergonomics, energy 
savings and excellent printing quality.

The customer's benefit is in the e:line family 
program: higher throughput, diversity of  printed 
products, reduced waste and lower manning levels on 
the press. This saves time, waste and of  course, costs; 
all important points which serve to create benefits 
and ensure operators are competitive in difficult 
market circumstances.

The Colorman e:line from manroland web systems 
will help the Styria Media Group in Austria to achieve 
top performance levels in the future. The company 
is not only committing to cost savings through the 
partnership. Alongside the new press, a service 
contract covering a period of  many years has also 
been signed. The printing house has acquired a partner, 
in the high performing manroland web systems, to 
deliver continuous innovation and reliability for 

L-r: Ian Banerjee (CEO, 3TControl Precision Systems), Damian 
Staedeli (head of  ABB Printing), and Kurt Uebelherr (CEO, HKMB).

The e:line family consists of  two versions; the Colorman e:line and the 
Geoman e:line.
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and efficiency. 
manroland web systems is further expanding the 

third-party press service and installed inline control 
systems on an Orient Express / The Printers House 
press at Lokmat in India. The control systems are 
available for presses of  all designs on the market and 
can be integrated into any press. 

In China, manroland web systems has by now also 
gained itself  an excellent reputation with customers 
having competitor presses, through its strong 
presence and reliability and has also convinced 
them of  its service performance capacity. As a 
result, technicians from the market organisation 
have now received an order for the relocation of  a 
Goss printing press at People’s Daily. China’s most 
influential daily newspaper decided to let the high-
performing, Augsburg-based business partner handle 
the relocation of  a GOSS Universal 75. 

nordjyske Medier 
retrofit order with aBB

ABB, one of  the leading suppliers of  automation 
solutions for the newspaper industry, has announced 
a further order for its modular press retrofit 
solutions, this time from NordjyskeMedier A/S in 
Aalborg, Denmark. The order from the publisher 
of  newspaper titles like NordjyskeStiftstidende, covers 

smooth production. True to its' company motto, 
Tradition Meets Innovation, the Vorländer printing 
house has determined to comprehensively modernise 
its printing centre located in Dreis-Tiefenbach, 
Germany, with the newspaper series Geoman e:line. 
Publisher Wolfgang Rothmaler evaluates the strategic 
decision for manroland and the Geoman e:line as 
ground-breaking for the future of  his company: "We 
were convinced by the economic efficiency potential 
inherent in the innovations of  the Geoman e:line and 
also see the long-term partnership with the market 
leader in web offset as the best precondition for 
consistently building on our success in Newspaper 
printing." 

manroland scores with 
third party retrofits 

The manroland web systems third-party press 
service is part of  the new service strategy. Service 
is becoming more and more important for printing 
companies. 

Whereas in the past, investments in new machines 
were common, printing houses have now become 
more hesitant. It has become hard to predict the 
market and additional challenges keep arising. In 
order to maintain the competitive edge despite all 
of  this, a search has begun for solutions that offer 
more quality, flexibility and productivity, while also 
increasing the life cycle of  the machine. This saves 
costs in two ways – on the one hand for investment 
and on the other hand for production. 

Now this is possible for all operators on the market 
– for manroland web systems customers as well as the 
ones using presses of  other manufacturers. At the 
same time, manroland web systems not only offers 
a customer specific approach and advice, but also 
customised innovative solutions. The pilot customer 
for the integration of  manroland web systems 
software in third party machines is based in the USA. 
The Pecom-X control station system now replaces 
the old control stations of  the Goss Headliner offset 
press at Star Tribune. 

The Bay Area News Group based in California, 
USA, part of  Digital First Media, has also opted for 
an upgrade of  the control system and electronics 
of  a Colorliner press at its Concord production site, 
with the aim of  improving its production flexibility 

The manroland web systems third-party press service is part of  the new 
service strategy.
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comprises two double-width four-high towers for 
4/4 production, a KF 5 jaw folder and two Pastomat 
reelstands with Patras M reel handling. It can print up 
to 90000 full-colour newspapers per hour. 

Auxiliary bishop Professor Karlheinz Diez, provost 
Bernd Böttner and Kolping General Praeses Msgr 
Ottmar Dillenburg blessed the new press line. 
Company founder Ehrhard Naumann pressed the 
button on the console of  the Commander CL to start 
production of  an anniversary edition. The guests of  
honour included also the Hessian state economics 
minister Tarek Al-Wazir, the deputy president of  
the Federation of  German Newspaper Publishers 
and chairman of  the board of  the Madsack Media 
Group, Thomas Düffert, and the president of  
the Federation of  German Free-Ad Publications, 
Alexander Lenders.

Portuguese firm seeks QIPC 
automation 

Portuguese printing concern FIG has placed an 
order for an automatic colour register system with the 
Dutch specialist in optical measurement and control 
systems for the printing industry, QI Press Controls 
(QIPC). The system will be installed on a 2011 Goss 
Community press which has recently been acquired 
by FIG. 

The printing plant in Coimbra, halfway between 
Lisbon and Porto, has been looking at possible 
ways of  expanding and improving its production 

three main areas of  work.
The first part of  the order sees the AMK drives on 

one tower of  the Wifag OF370 press in Aalborg being 
replaced with state-of-the-art ABB ACSM1 drives. 
The second part of  the order covers the replacement 
of  the obsolete Wifagpositioning systems on the 
same printing tower. The replacement ABB system, 
APOS, is based on ABB’s Advant Controller AC500 
PLC.

The third and final part of  the offer covers upgrades 
to the four existing control consoles used for operating 
the presses at Aalborg. The new PC hardware and 
application software will moveNordjyskeMedierto 
the latest touchscreen-compatibleversion of  ABB’s 
MPS Control Console.

The commissioning of  the various upgrades is 
foreseen for the first quarter of  2018.

Druck- und Pressehaus 
celebrates 50 

Right on time for the 50th anniversary of  its 
founding, Druck- und Pressehaus Naumann in 
Gelnhausen celebrated the official inauguration of  
an ultra-modern Commander CL from Koenig & 
Bauer together with more than 300 guests of  honour. 
The installation of  the new newspaper press has 
practically doubled print capacity. This was the largest 
single investment in the history of  the company, 
which not only publishes newspapers such as the 
Gelnhäuser Neue Zeitung (GNZ), Mittelhessen-Boten and 
Neuer Markt, but also handles jobs for numerous 
external customers.  

The Commander CL from Koenig & Bauer 

The new Commander CL at Druck- und Pressehaus Naumann in 
Gelnhausen.

Presentation of  a model of  the new Commander CL (left to right): 
Thomas Bergmann, project manager KBA-Digital & Web; Jochen 
Grossmann, managing director Druck- und Pressehaus Naumann; 
Günter Noll,  sales manager KBA-Digital & Web; Oliver Naumann, 
publisher and executive director Druck- und Pressehaus Naumann; 
Christoph Rüth, managing director MADSACK media group; and 
Stefan Segger, sales director KBA-Digital & Web Solutions
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processes for some time. Even before acquiring 
a new press, FIG decided to have one fitted with 
QIPC automation systems. “Our Portuguese agent, 
Duarte Alves de Sousa, managing director and owner 
of  Tecnimprensa, discussed the matter with FIG 
even before there was talk of  a new press,” explains 
Harold Drinhuyzen, sales executive at QIPC. “At 
that stage it was already clear that the best technical 
solution for their specific application was ours.”

Production at FIG is subject to frequent change 
rounds, partly because the plant is responsible for 
printing several regional newspapers for all the 
country; mostly weekly, biweekly, monthly and also 
four dailies: Diário de Coimbra, Diário de Aveiro, Diário 
de Leiria e Diário de Viseu. “That meant that efficiency 
in the start-up process was a key issue for the new 
printing press,” states Harold Drinhuyzen. “Because 
of  the intense usage, our system has a crucial role 
to play in the production process on this Goss 
Community.” 

Jorge Dinis, FIG’s financial director, reiterates this: 
“We are expecting savings in waste, ink and personnel. 
At the same time, thanks to QIPC’s system, we’re 
anticipating major improvements in the quality of  
the end-product.”

In total, FIG has ordered eight mRC-3D cameras 
for automating the colour register. The cameras 
are fitted with optional Automatic Ink Mist Shields 
(AIMS) for automatic cleaning of  the lenses. The 
systems will be installed once the press has arrived 
in Portugal. “We’re absolutely convinced this is the 
best register control system for rotary offset printing 
presses,” says Jorge Dinis. 

rapida 145: job changes 
in just two minutes

Flyeralarm is one of  the largest online printers in 
Germany and currently posts an annual turnover 
of  some €330 million. At just the eight production 
plants in Northern Bavaria and in Saxony, Flyeralarm 
Industrial Print operates 90 printing units, 
predominantly in large format and among them also 
several Rapida 145 presses. 

The assignment of  print jobs to individual 
plants and presses is decided on the basis of  
substrate, grammage and product type. The plant 
in Greussenheim near Würzburg, for example, is 
specialised on conventional print products on glossy 

substrates. Two different grammages are printed, 
namely 135 and 250 g/m2, and the three four-colour 
Rapida 145 presses produce mainly flyers, folders and 
magazines. The average run length lies below 5000 
copies, and it is only rarely that orders come in for as 
many as 30000 copies. With so many short runs, fast 
job changes are naturally all the more important. 

The Rapida 145 large-format presses at the plant in 
Greussenheim are equipped with a full spectrum of  
automation modules geared to fast job changes. This 
includes DriveTronic components such as SIS (sidelay-
free infeed) and SPC (simultaneous plate change), 
CleanTronic Synchro washing systems, a special ink 
duct coating for fast ink changes, online integration 
with the LogoTronic Professional management 
system, and many others besides. Accordingly, fast 
job changes with automatic plate changing, parallel 
washing and delivery of  the first test print from a 
new job within five minutes were already standard. 

Press operator Marcel Siebig, plant manager Johannes Barthelmes and 
print manager Christian Schwarz (left to right) in front of  one of  the 
three Rapida 145 large-format presses.

Gang formes are especially typical for Internet printers. 
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Through the incorporation of  optimised plate 
changers and adaptation of  the washing programs 
to the correspondingly shorter change time, however, 
make-ready times in Greussenheim have now been 
reduced further still. In the meantime, a complete 
changeover from the last good sheet of  one job to 
the first good sheet of  the next takes only half  the 
previous time, as plant manager Johannes Barthelmes 
confirms.

Flyeralarm combines the efficiency of  simultaneous 
plate changing with the enormous additional potential 
of  PlateIdent. As soon as the data matrix codes on 
the plates are read, all the necessary press presetting 
information is loaded directly from LogoTronic 
Professional. Johannes Barthelmes: “For us, that is a 
form of  semi-automated printing. While the press is 
in make-ready, the printers and helpers have time to 
attend to other tasks.”

Normally, several print jobs are stacked together 
on a single pallet. At the end of  each job, the pile is 
marked with a fluorescent pen, taking into account a 

defined production allowance and any waste sheets. 
After turning, QualiTronic SheetDetect recognises 
the marked sheets by way of  a sensor under the 
infeed, enabling separation of  the individual jobs. 
The Rapida 145 detects the end of  a job and starts 
makeready for the subsequent job in the same 
manner as ErgoTronic AutoRun. For the helpers on 
the presses, this means less time to be spent at the 
feeder and more time for the loading of  new plates 
into the plate changers.

The three Rapida 145 presses are equipped 
with QualiTronic ColorControl for inline colour 
measurement. On this basis, waste has been cut by 
around 50 per cent compared to the previous Rapida 
142 presses. Automatic positioning of  the plates with 
PlateIdent also contributes to waste reduction.

There are many aspects of  the Rapida technology 
which Johannes Barthelmes and his colleagues 
mention as especially advantageous for the business 
model pursued by – from the outstanding stability and 
reliability, to unrivalled speed in production and not 

View of  the press hall at Flyeralarm Industrial Print in Greussenheim.

The QualiTronic SheetDetect sensor recognises sheets marked with a 
fluorescent pen.

Optimised plate changer with PlateIdent cameras on a Rapida 145. 
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least the exceptionally fast make-ready. In addition, 
a close technology partnership drives developments 
which also benefit other print companies. One 
example is the new plate changer, which is now 
officially available to the market.

Day after day, approximately 350000 printed 
sheets leave the Flyeralarm plant in Greussenheim. 
The portfolio of  the company group embraces 
a total of  almost 3 million different products and 
product variants. Unlike other providers, Flyeralarm 
itself  handles the entire value chain for its principal 
products in the fields of  print and advertising. The 
2000 employees print, finish and dispatch some 
15000 jobs every day.

MainPad – new offering 
from manroland

MainPad is the new mobile service and maintenance 
tablet from manroland web systems. The product 
has arisen from the Maintellisense strategy. The 
MainPad delivers a reduction of  downtime in case 
of  damage and an increase in comfort when it comes 
to maintenance and repair of  the system.

It is the aim of  Maintellisense to make the intelligent 
press available in the near future. A central hub for 
all relevant information is necessary. The function is 
fulfilled by the mobile maintenance tablet MainPad. 

How can the time between the occurrence of  a 
malfunction and the correction of  the fault on a 
complex system be reduced? The MainPad offers 

numerous features in this regard. Reading and 
acknowledging of  all alarm messages at the location 
of  the malfunction, a direct access to all necessary 
documentation and drawings, a direct and fast 
connection to the TeleSupportCenter (TSC) via 
Remote Support Calls and a direct communication 
with the TSC by Video as well as a rapid transfer of  
documents between the technicians on site and the 
TSC. And all this directly at the press, exactly where 
the malfunction occurred. 

The MainPad ensures an improvement in 
communication through the central provision of  all 
relevant information and functions of  maintenance, 
which leads to a significant reduction in efforts 
expended and an increase in operating comfort. The 
MainPad is a further important step in the direction 
of  reducing costs and increasing availability. 

The MainPad is part of  the future oriented project 
Maintellisense. The project name is taken from the 
terms Maintenance, Intelligence and Sense; the 
reality is to intelligently link these terms and provide 
the intelligent machine and predictive maintenance 
in the future.

8-colour Rapida 106 
perfector for BZGraf

In July 2017, Polish commercial printer Białostockie 
Zakłady Graficzne (BZGraf) commissioned a new 
eight-colour Rapida 106 perfector for 4-over-4 
production at its Białystok plant. With the new press, 
already the fourth Rapida to be installed at BZGraf, 
the company expects to increase its productivity in 
the segments for full-colour commercial printing and 
books by over 40 per cent.

A data matrix code on the plates is used to control the loading of  job data 
from LogoTronic Professional. At the same time, PlateIdent verifies that 
the plates actually belong to the selected job, ensures correct assignment to 
the front or reverse side, and checks that the colour sequence corresponds 
to that of  the ink in the printing units.

The MainPad – the hub for all relevant information.
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Says Grzegorz Szymczykowski, sales and service 
manager at KBA CEE: “We are already the market 
leader for medium- and large-format offset presses for 
packaging printing. And this installation at BZGraf  
now confirms the growing market share of  Koenig 
& Bauer when it comes to long perfector presses for 
full-colour books and commercial products.” It is 
only two years ago that BZGraf  took delivery of  a 
four-colour Rapida 105.

The new press is replacing a Rapida 105 which 
dates from 2001 and represents another important 
step in the company’s modernisation plans. Explains 
Halina Samotik, production manager and member 
of  the board at BZGraf: “At the moment, we work 
with presses from two manufacturers, including 12 
printing units from Koenig & Bauer. The new press 
not only adds another four units to our capabilities, 
it also brings numerous other benefits: High print 
quality, fast makeready and extremely simple handling. 
At the end of  the day, we are looking to boost our 
productivity by over 40 per cent.”

The Rapida 106 went into production in July 

after an installation period of  barely three weeks. 
It prints at 18000 sheets per hour in straight 
production and 15000 sheets per hour in perfecting 
mode. Accessories for lightweight substrates, fully 
automatic plate changers, an SIS sidelay-free infeed, 
facilities to disengage inking units which are not in 
use, CleanTronic cloth-based washing systems for 
the blankets and impression cylinders, and colour 
measurement and control systems are just a few of  
the configuration highlights.

The new press is used above all for the 4/4-colour 
jobs which account for the majority of  production 
at BZGraf. Founded over 70 years ago, the company 
has been a member of  the Kompap Group since 
2011. It specialises in full-colour hardcover books, 
but naturally produces even single-colour jobs where 
this is requested by customers. The whole finishing 
process, including adhesive and stitched bindings, 
is handled in-house. The final products are mainly 
books, albums, catalogues and comics. “In most cases, 
these are complex multi-colour jobs which demand 
the highest production quality. The purchase of  a 
perfector press which guarantees us flawless results 
was thus imperative,” says Halina Samotik.

Most of  BZGraf ’s customers are based in Poland 
itself, though the share of  exports has recently 
increased by 20 per cent. The final decision in favour 
of  the Rapida 106 can be attributed not least to the 
many years of  positive experience with presses from 
Koenig & Bauer. Says Halina Samotik: “We have 
already worked with Planeta P44, Rapida 72 and 
Rapida 105 presses. For our operators, there are thus 
no problems moving across to the Rapida 106. The 
Rapidas are very popular here. They are robust and 
stable. And the new Rapida 106 also incorporates 
numerous innovative solutions which provide for 
high print quality on the most varied papers.”

ppi Media acquires 
KnowledgeView 

With the acquisition of  KnowledgeView, a leading 
provider of  publishing solutions to the Arab 
region, existing customers of  KnowledgeView will 
receive excellent support services from ppi Media, a 
company with more than 30 years of  experience in 
the comprehensive support of  media companies – for 
all levels of  support. Customers of  KnowledgeView 
in the MENA region will be able to benefit from 

At the commissioning of  the eight-colour Rapida 106 (left to 
right): Grzegorz Szymczykowski, Jan Korenc (both KBA CEE), 
Antonina Kuchlewska, Halina Samotik (both BZGraf) and Jacek 
Nieszczerzewicz (KBA CEE). 

Białostockie Zakłady Graficzne owns two medium-format Rapidas.
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this experience in the implementation and support 
of  more than 100 prominent publishing houses and 
media corporations on four continents. 

In addition, ppi Media provides customers the 
chance to upgrade to the solutions of  the company's 
wide range of  publishing services. The founder of  
Knowledge View, Ali Al-Assam, will join ppi Media as 
its senior VP for the MENA Region. KowledgeView's 
Roberto Minio will also be working for ppi Media as 
senior technical consultant. 
"The connection between ppi Media and 

KnowledgeView means that we will be able to offer 
media companies in the MENA region a very broad 
range of  production solutions. We will support the 
solutions currently in use, while at the same time 
offering future-oriented services that will ensure 
media companies remain competitive. We are proud 
to be able to work for KnowledgeView’s customers, 
who are amongst the leading Arabian media 
companies, from now on," says Hauke Dr. Hauke 
Berndt, managing director at ppi Media.
"KnowledgeView was founded 22 years ago and 

has since then developed outstanding publishing 
technologies that are being used by more than 60 per 
cent of  the most important newspaper productions 
in the Arab region. 

3 Compacta 818 presses 
for EDs Group 

Just a few weeks ago, Euro-Druckservice GmbH 
(EDS) completed a move to new premises in the 
Hungarian city of  Vác with the successful and punctual 
commissioning of  a 72-page C818 commercial web 
press. The company is now investing in two further 
C818 web presses from Koenig & Bauer, again with 
a capacity of  72 DIN A4 pages each. 
“Our objective is to secure and further strengthen 

our position as the leading print service provider to 
customers throughout Central and Eastern Europe. 
To achieve this, we must be able to rely on the quality 
and capabilities of  modern high-performance presses, 
as well as the long-term support of  a dependable 
partner”, says Tomáš Kramář, managing director of  
the EDS Group.  

The project is being realised by OD Systeme 
Handels- und Vertriebs GmbH from Vienna, with 
KBA-Digital & Web Solutions as press supplier.  “I 
believe that we have given repeated proof  that we 

are a reliable partner over the past years. Quality and 
punctual performance are very important to us. And 
we see the fact that the EDS Group has again chosen 
presses from Koenig & Bauer as confirmation that 
this commitment is appreciated,” says Thomas 
Potzkai, head of  project management and service at 
KBA-Digital & Web Solutions. The two new presses 
are scheduled to come on stream at the group's 
facilities in Vác/Hungary and Poznan/Poland before 
the end of  the year. 

The EDS Group was founded in 1992 and has 
grown constantly ever since. It comprises seven 
companies in five countries and counts some 
1200 employees in total. On the basis of  modern 
production technology, EDS offers customers a 
broad spectrum of  high-quality products and is in the 
meantime well established as the leading print service 
provider in Central and Eastern Europe. The various 
locations produce advertising materials, magazines, 
books and other commercial print products. In 
addition, extensive services are offered in the fields 
of  direct mailing, digital print and pre-press. The two 
latest C818 presses are earmarked to handle above all 
advertising brochures. 

The C818 presses for EDS are being supplied with 
cylinder circumferences of  1240 mm and 1197 mm, 
a maximum web width of  1980 mm and maximum 
outputs of  up to 45000 or 43500 72-page copies per 
hour. They feature automatic reel logistics, Pastomat 
RC reelstands, four printing units with automated plate 
changers, high-performance dryers with integrated 
after-burner, highly flexible folder superstructures 
with open turner bar decks, and a V5 pin folder for 
the processing of  both long-grain and short-grain 
products. 

In this way, the presses can be switched conveniently 
to handle products from two or three cut-offs 
around the cylinder circumference. An inline colour 
measuring and control system and a monitoring 
system for the moving paper web ensure a high level 

Compacta 818 for Euro-Druckservice GmbH.
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of  process stability. The production management 
system LogoTronic takes care of  all digital exchanges 
of  job and presetting data and provides extensive 
production monitoring and evaluation functions.

ppi Media focuses on North 
American market

Markus Feldenkirchen has stepped down from his 
role as managing director of  ppi Media GmbH in 
order to focus on ppi's branch in the US, which is 
of  vital importance to the company as a whole, as 
CEO of  ppi Media US, Inc. Along with managing 
ppi Media's US branch, Markus Feldenkirchen will 
be responsible for the coordination of  the activities 
of  two further subsidiaries of  the Eversfrank Group 
in the US, comosoft and Novadex. The Eversfrank 
Group's subsidiaries hope to create important 
synergies within its Media division, to which comosoft, 
Novadex and ppi Media all belong. 

The company division Strategy & Innovation was 
created in mid-2016 and has since seen the successful 
launch of  several digital solutions such as the 
location-based online service, thanks, and the social 
media wall, LeagueDeck, and will be fully integrated 
into the operative business of  the company in future, 
headed by managing director Hauke Berndt. 

"With CTO Jan Kasten and myself  forming the 
management of  ppi Media GmbH, and Markus 
Feldenkirchen as CEO of  ppi Media US Inc., we are 
ideally placed to operate successfully in all markets 
that will be of  importance to us in the future", says 
Dr Hauke Berndt, managing director for customer 
projects, sales and marketing at ppi Media GmbH. 

KBa has new marketing 
head

After more than 28 highly successful years as director 
of  Marketing and Corporate Communications at 
Koenig & Bauer AG, Klaus Schmidt’s (63) duties 
will pass to Dagmar Ringel, who was most recently 
director of  Public Relations for technology group 
Zeiss.  

As longstanding director, Klaus Schmidt 
represented the managerial staff  on the supervisory 
board of  Koenig & Bauer AG from 1993 to 2016. 
He also served on behalf  of  the parent company on 
the supervisory and advisory boards of  numerous 
German and international subsidiaries. Over the 
course of  almost three decades, Klaus Schmidt has 
helped to shape the public and market image of  the 
group with unwavering dedication, both in the press 
and at countless trade fairs and branch meetings. 
With his great knowledge of  the industry, he was a 
sought-after partner for discussions throughout the 
company and beyond.

Dagmar Ringel has been appointed to succeed 
Klaus Schmidt as head of  Marketing and Corporate 
Communications for Koenig & Bauer AG. She can 
draw on more than 20 years of  experience in corporate 
and marketing communications in internationally 
focussed companies such as HP and Zeiss. 

Markus Feldenkirchen, CEO, ppi Media US, Inc.

Dr.Hauke Berndt und Jan Kasten, executive management, 
ppi Media GmbH.
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Klaus Schmidt (left) with his successor Dagmar Ringel and Claus 
Bolza-Schünemann, CEO of  Koenig & Bauer AG.
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KBa celebrates 200th 
birthday in style

The festive week for the 200th anniversary of  
Koenig & Bauer AG in Würzburg drew to a close 
with more than 13000 visitors at the Open Day 
on 23 September. 650 guests from all over the 
world attended the official ceremony in the Vogel 
Convention Center (VCC), with former Federal 
President Horst Köhler as main speaker and short 
presentations by three CEOs of  renowned printing 
companies. Many customers and business partners 
visited the spruced-up main factory in Würzburg and 
experienced historical and modern printing presses 
in action. 

The week of  celebrations had begun with an 
international press conference at which the company, 
which has successfully adapted to a changing print 
market, presented its ambitious goals and strategies 
for the future, as well as its new market appearance.

In his welcoming speech to the guests in the 
VCC, CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann dealt with 
the history of  the company, which is closely linked 
to that of  his own family. He thanked generations 
of  customers, executives and employees for their 
contributions through economic crises, wars and 
technological transformations. "Print has been 
keeping our company and its employees moving for 
200 years now. Even in a digitalised world, it is always 
an exciting task finding new technologies, solutions 
and applications for print with which our customers 
can continue to be successful," he said.

With brand expert Karsten Kilian from the 
Hochschule Würzburg-Schweinfurt acting as anchor 

man, three CEOs from renowned companies spoke 
about the current situation and future prospects 
of  print in different segments of  the large and 
diversified market for printed products. In his short 
lecture on World of  Media, Axel Hentrei, CEO of  the 
Bertelsmann Printing Group in Gütersloh, explained 
the impact of  the online media on book, brochure, 
catalogue, magazine and advertising printing. In the 
light of  reduced volumes with a growing number of  
titles, he sees possible solutions in the automation 
of  production processes, the finishing of  printed 
products, the division of  work between print and 
online, and in digital printing.

Hans Schur, owner and CEO of  the Danish 
packaging group Schur International, spoke about 
the World of  Packaging’, and in view of  the growing 
world population, particularly emphasised the often-
overlooked role of  packaging for the longer shelf  
lives of  foodstuffs. Besides the role of  packaging as 
a silent salesman at the point of  sale, this function 
is becoming more and more important, since the 
online trade now also includes food, for which 
an uninterrupted refrigeration chain and suitable 
packaging solutions are required.

World of  Security was the topic of  Ralf  Wintergerst, 
CEO of  Giesecke+Devrient in Munich. The CEO of  
the renowned producer of  banknotes and electronic 
payment systems dealt, among other things, with 
the growing risks of  cybercrime for electronic and 
online payment systems, as well as efforts to make 
physical banknotes as forgery-proof  as possible by 
employing new security features. In spite of  electronic 
competition in the age of  digitalisation, he does not 
see the end of  printed banknotes, especially since the 

Back to the roots with a view forward: at the press conference, CEO 
Claus Bolza-Schünemann presented the new brand appearance of  the 
Koenig & Bauer Group.

Several hundred customers and business partners used the jubilee to take a 
tour round the main plant of  the Koenig & Bauer Group in Würzburg. 
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currency in circulation is continuing to rise world-
wide.

In his concluding short lecture on World of  
Brands, Karsten Kilian pointed out the enormous 
importance of  brands for business success. His credo: 

"A great idea is the basis of  every major brand." His 
conclusion: "Especially in our times of  increasing 
digitalisation and dynamic change, we need strong 
brands for orientation." 

The traditional brand of  Koenig & Bauer, which has 
been comprehensively redesigned for the company's 
200th birthday after many acquisitions in the last 25 
years, as well as its underlying messages and values, 
were presented to the guests in a professional video. 

Former Federal President of  Germany Horst Köhler, 
also former head of  the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and expert on Africa, presented the conflict 
between the growth of  the world population, the 

scarcity of  resources and digitalisation as the central 
points of  his impressive speech. "You can regard 
these three trends as big trains heading towards each 
other. Only when we understand how little solutions 
on only one side of  the triangle can help us we will 
realise what a mammoth task humanity is facing. In 
the future as well, every country must forge its own 
destiny. But to be successful, we must all keep an eye 
on much more than just our own anvil. In the 21st 
Century, we need nations that realise that they are all 
sitting in the same boat. We need political answers that 
merge into a new paradigm of  global partnership. We 
need a global economy that allows all people on earth 
to live in dignity, without destroying our planet." 

The former German President described Friedrich 
Koenig and Andreas Bauer, the founders of  Koenig 
& Bauer, as examples of  the wealth of  ideas, creative 
drive and entrepreneurial spirit needed to solve the 
questions of  the future. He also emphasised the 
social achievements of  the company in the mid-
19th Century under Fanny Koenig. "Such a social 
dimension is characteristic of  many family-run 
businesses and family enterprises in Germany, and 
it contributes substantially to the climate and to the 
success of  the social market economy."

a love for the past, 
present and future 

In addition to state-of-the-art production facilities 
and the new Demo Center for digital and flexo 
printing presses - soon to be equipped with machines 
- guests from world over experienced historical and 
current printing presses in production from the broad 

In a rousing speech, former German President Horst Köhler called for 
a global partnership to meet the challenges posed by population growth, 
scarcity of  resources and digitalisation.

More than 13000 visitors flooded the spruced-up Würzburg printing press plant on the River Main during the Open Day on 23 September.
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with an EBIT of  87.1 million euros. The increase 
in the share price from 10 euro at the beginning of  
2015 to significantly over 60 euro now reflects the 
company's convincing strategy and development.

For the company's birthday, Koenig & Bauer has 
presented a spectacular commemorative publication 
with the title, People - Machines - Ideas. As Marketing 
Director Klaus Schmidt emphasised, the almost 2 kg 
heavy tome with three ‘books’ that differ greatly in 
terms of  content and design in an elaborate jubilee 
box is not a chronological enumeration of  the events 
and achievements of  the last 200 years. "Our unusual 
commemorative publication is a printed declaration 
of  love for the past, present and future of  print."

The small-format hardcover book, People, is a 
fictional reading book with hand-drawn illustrations. 
In twelve entertaining chapters, it tells the history 
of  outstanding people at Koenig & Bauer, from the 
founders until today - embedded in the historical 
events of  the respective time. Machines is a collection 
of  13 richly illustrated posters printed on both sides 
showing printing presses from Koenig & Bauer from 
1814 until today. The posters will appeal to technology 

People - Machines - Ideas: the somewhat different commemorative 
publication in the anniversary box.

The literary reader, People, with hand-drawn illustrations.

The magazine, Ideas, is a workshop for print scenarios full of  facts, 
figures and thoughts.

Uniform design.

portfolio of  the oldest printing press manufacturer. 
A circular motion press from 1868 printed an 

engraving of  the company's birthplace, the monastery 
Oberzell, a Super Orloff  Intaglio III press printed a 
specimen banknote, the Genius 52UV from KBA-
NotaSys printed a security document, the digital 
web press RotaJET L printed, among other things, a 
2.2m long poster of  the Würzburg-born basketball 
star Dirk Nowitzki, who plays in Dallas, USA, since 
many years. And the world's largest inkjet press, the 
HP T1100S, produced for HP by Koenig & Bauer, 
printed a 2.8 m wide topliner for corrugated board. 
In a multimedia show, the eventful history of  the 
company was presented from 1817 to the present 
day.

It’s been a long journey for Koenig & Bauer,. 
Today, the world's second-largest printing press 
manufacturer offers solutions for almost all print 
markets. Says CEO Bolza-Schünemann: "From 
morning to evening, we meet printed products that 
were produced on Koenig & Bauer presses: from the 
directly printed perfume bottle in the bathroom in 
the morning, the newspaper at the breakfast table, 
banknotes, credit cards and a wide range of  packaging 
when going shopping, to books or magazines in the 
evening. The best thing about this is that most of  
these print products cannot be replaced by online 
media or computer screens, and the demand is 
continuing to rise. This makes us optimistic for our 
future."

With the introduction of  a holding structure 
and a clear focus by the operating companies on 
their respective market segments, Koenig & Bauer 
largely completed its comprehensive reorientation in 
2015, after the slump in the printing industry, but 
not the permanent optimisation of  organisation 
and processes. Also thanks to its strong position in 
growth and special markets such as the packaging and 
security printing sectors, Koenig & Bauer achieved 
the best result in the company's long history in 2016, 
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and print fans and explain some interrelationships. 
The printing press manufacturer is starting off  

the company's 3rd century with a new market 
appearance. As the CEO explained, the brand KBA, 
which was introduced in 1990 after the takeover of  
Albert-Frankenthal AG, will revert to the original 
brand of  Koenig & Bauer, albeit with a completely 
new look for the logo, means of  communication, 
business equipment and product design. Mr Bolza-
Schünemann: "Koenig & Bauer AG today has 33 
subsidiaries. 12 of  them produce their own products 
for their own customers. We see the company 
anniversary as an ideal time to place all activities of  
the Group, from classic printing to digital printing 
- including prepress and post-press and top service 
- under a strong common roof  again. "According 
to him, the relaunch is intended to strengthen the 
employee’s pride in the history of  the company and 
the pride of  new employees, who have joined the 
Group through acquisitions, in the common brand 
Koenig & Bauer, and to allow old and new customers 
to feel the strength of  this traditional brand even more, 
with a modern appearance and product design."

The ampersand between the surnames of  the 
founders of  the company was chosen as the short 
form of  the brand name Koenig & Bauer, designed 
in the new company font, for promotional activities, 
stickers, drawings, spare parts etc. It now also stands as 
a 3 m high cast column beside the new Demo Center. 
The new market presence also includes the new claim, 
‘We're on it’. According to Bolza-Schünemann: "Our 
mission: to bring together what moves our customers 
forward." The ampersand symbolises the brand 
core of  Koenig & Bauer and combines the values 
of  the company, which are Tradition & Innovation, 
Requirements & Technologies, Approachability & 
Professionalism.

The new product design is intended to make 
the extraordinary quality, performance and user 
orientation of  the presses and systems supplied by 
the companies in the Koenig & Bauer Group even 
more visible. The forms of  the machine design are 
based on basic geometric structures that demonstrate 
clarity and self-confidence. The traditional company 
colour blue becomes warmer and more accentuated, 
while its use is reduced. It harmonises perfectly with 
the new dark and light shades of  grey. Added to 
this is a contemporary interface design that is also 
attractive for ‘digital natives’. The new design is to 
be implemented immediately for new products, and 

successively up until Drupa 2020 for all other product 
families of  the Koenig & Bauer Group. The objective 
is a harmonious symbiosis of  corporate design and 
product design. For the brand relaunch and the 
new product design, Koenig & Bauer is creatively 
supported by the Hamburg agencies Mutabor and 
Design3. Besides the design by Mutabor, the Berlin 
agency Grauel Publishing contributed to the unusual 
commemorative publication with great editorial 
professionalism.

scodix Cast&Cure 
debuts in Belgium

Scodix, the world’s leading provider of  digital 
enhancement solutions for the graphic arts industry, 
has announced the commercial availability of  
the ScodixCast&Cure application. Making 3D 
holographic effects more accessible to brands than 
ever before, the latest addition to Scodix portfolio of  
applications provides yet another differentiator for 
printers looking for a competitive edge. 

Now available with the Scodix Ultra Pro Digital 
Enhancement Press with Foil Station, Scodix offers 
a record nine different enhancement effects, more 
than any other digital enhancement system.

Employing a variety of  standard off-the-shelf  
holographic patterns, as well as customised designs, 
the technique delivers unmatched style and security 
features to brochures, packaging, displays, book 
covers, greeting cards, and bags. Scodix Cast&Cure 
creates a high-impact 3D holographic effect, bringing 
a whole new dimension, and value proposition, to 
customers’ print projects. Easy-to-operate with 
minimal setup, the effect is cost proficient for short 
to medium run lengths.
“This particular finish is causing a real buzz amongst 

brand owners and we expect it to be very popular in 
the greeting cards sector and in packaging. Specifically, 
we can see some scope in the authentication of  
products as counterfeiting becomes more and more 
of  an issue for brands,” says Amit Shvartz, Scodix 
Marketing VP. 
“The process works by ink jetting the clear polymer 

directly on to the sheet before passing through a 
foiling unit which leaves a micro-embossed pattern 
on the polymer, thus creating stunning holographic 
effects by refracting the light. Scodix unique PAS 
(Pin Activate Secure) technologies deliver superior 
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enhancement with ultra-fine detail and flawless 
registration, achieving outstanding Cast&Cure 
quality.”

Toshiba selects PrintReleaf 
as national standard

Toshiba Business Solutions (TBS), Canada, has 
selected PrintReleaf  as a standard nationwide in its 
Platinum services package.  Under the partnership, 
announced early in October, PrintReleaf  will 
automatically plant trees equivalent to the paper 
used by Toshiba Business Solutions Platinum 
Service customers.  PrintReleaf  Founder and CEO 
Jordan Darragh, announcing the collaboration, said: 

"PrintReleaf  is proud to assist Toshiba Business 
Solutions in reforesting the paper used by their 
customers. Our agreement stipulates that trees will 
be planted on behalf  of  TBS Canada in the seven 
reforestation projects we maintain around the 
world."

Also commenting on the agreement, Rick Baird, 
president and CEO of  Toshiba Business Solutions, 
Canada, says: "Our partnership with PrintReleaf  will 
make a major contribution to Environmental Vision 
2050, the Toshiba corporate vision that envisages 
affluent lifestyles in harmony with the Earth as 
an ideal situation of  mankind in 2050.  For more 
than 20 years, Toshiba has been deeply involved in 
environmental protection and we are committed to 
creating sustainable societies that will allow people to 
live healthier, happier and more prosperous lives."

With ten branches across Canada, Toshiba Business 
Solutions provides compelling and sustainable value 
services to clients, including assessment and fleet 
optimisation services, scalable and felxible managed 
print services options, cost reduction strategies, 
environmental protection and sustainable initiatives, 
and information security and compliance professional 
services.  The award winning Encompass program 
of  TBS saves businesses an average of  30 to 40 per 
cent, with the most substantial savings as high as 69 
per cent.  

PrintReleaf  creates a global sustainability standard 
by certifiably guaranteeing to releaf  the paper 
consumption of  PrintReleaf  customers.  PrintReleaf  
is the only technology platform that measures a 
customer's paper usage and directly offsets it with 
reforestation projects. The patented PrintReleaf  

technology not only tracks paper consumption, but 
also monitors PrintReleaf  reforestation partners to 
ensure fulfillment.  

Printreleaf plants   
500000 trees

PrintReleaf  has announced that  more than 500000 
standard trees have been planted as part of  their 
certified reforestation program.  Discussing the 
milestone, PrintReleaf  CEO and founder Jordan 
Darragh commented: "We are pleased to have 
planted more than a half-million standard trees on 
behalf  of  our printing industry partners and their 
clients.  A standard tree is equal to 8333 sheets of  
standard 8.5 x 11 inch US letter paper.  The actual 
number of  trees planted varies from reforestation 
site to reforestation site depending on climate, soil 
conditions, tree mortality after planting, and the time 
necessary to grow a tree to maturity.  The PrintReleaf  
reforestation program--now active around the world, 
with projects in Brazil, Mexico, the Dominican 
Republic, Madagascar, India, Ireland, and the United 
States--currently plants trees at a rate exceeding 1000 
actual tree seedlings per day."
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Kavitha Lankesh told reporters the award was a 
morale booster for people who wanted to write and 
continue to fight against injustice.

Anna Politkovskaya, a Russian journalist, was killed 
in 2006 in Moscow for speaking out against the 
suffering of  civilians in the war in Chechnya. “It is 
not by coincidence that Gauri’s work, her personality 
and the way she was killed for her work reminded us 
so much of  the way Anna lived and died for the truth,” 
said the members of  the nominations committee in 
a statement.

RAW, in a statement, said it was honoured to give 
the award to Gauri posthumously, and to Pakistani 
activist Gulalai Ismail, who similarly was fighting 
against Islamic extremism.

(Courtesy: BusinessLine)

World press condemns murder 
of Maltese journalist

The World Association of  Newspapers and News 
Publishers (WAN-IFRA) and the World Editors 
Forum (WEF) have condemned a car bomb attack in 
Malta on October 16 in which investigative journalist 
Daphne Caruana Galizia lost her life. Galizia was 
travelling home on Monday afternoon when a 
huge explosion blew her car into several pieces and 
scattered debris off  the road. Police have yet to 
identify her body.
"We condemn this shocking attack, which deliberately 

targeted not just one of  our bravest and brightest, but 
also our very mission as truth seekers,” said David 
Callaway, President of  the World Editors Forum.

Galizia, who was known for exposing corruption 
in Malta, published her work on the Running 
Commentary blog. She was part of  the collaborative 
Panama Papers investigation and had been relentless 
at exposing corruption in Malta's political circles – 
including Malta’s prime minister, Joseph Muscat, in 
a story connecting offshore companies linked to the 
sale of  Maltese passports and payments from the 
government of  Azerbaijan. She had recently reported 
receiving death threats and died within half-an-hour 
of  posting her final blog.

Wolfgang Krach, editor-in-chief  of  Süddeutsche 
Zeitung –  the publication that initiated the Panama 
Papers investigation – and member of  the WEF 
Board, said: “Daphne was called ‘the one-woman-

Dinamalar Trichy editor passes 
away

Dinamalar editor of  Trichy region and partner of  
the company, R. Raghavan, passed away in Trichy.  
He was 79 and survived by his wife Subbulakshmi 
and two sons R.R. Ramasubbu and R.R.Gopalji.  
Raghavan was responsible for increasing the paper’s 
circulation across various regions, including Chennai.  
After helping his father Ramasubbu launch the paper’s 
Thiruvanthapuram edition, Raghavan was made in 
charge of  Trichy edition after it was launched.  He 
was also involved in the newspaper’s Chennai and 
Puducherry editions.

(Courtesy: The Times of  India)

Ajikali founder-editor is no 
more

Bismay Kumar Mohanty, a noted journalist and 
owner-editor of  Balasore-based Odia daily Ajikali 
passed away in Puri following a heart attack. According 
to media reports, Mohanty, 62, who is survived by 
wife, a son and daughter, had gone to Puri to visit the 
Jagannath Temple and was suppose to receive dialysis 
in Bhubaneswar on his return as he was suffering 
from nephrology-related ailments.

Many prominent people and others from the 
media industry visited his native place to convey their 
condolences to the family at Village Saradangain in 
Balasore District were his last rites were performed. 
Mohanty was also the president of  Odisha Small 
and Medium Newspaper Organisation and was 
also associated with various social and cultural 
organisations.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

anna Politkovskaya award for 
Gauri lankesh

Journalist and activist Gauri Lankesh, who was 
gunned down brutally a month or so ago, has been 
awarded the Anna Politkovskaya Award, instituted 
by the RAW in WAR (Reach All Women in War). 
Accepting the award on Gauri’s behalf, her sister 
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Wikileaks of  Malta’, and she really delivered what 
her readers expected. She exposed relentlessly and 
without fear what she thought had be exposed. This 
made her the most famous investigative journalist in 
Malta, and has tragically led to her death. Although 
it is far from clear why someone should hate her so 
much that they planted a bomb in her car, it seems 
very likely that her work was the cause for this 
crime.”

Prior to running her blog, Galizia worked for The 
Sunday Times of  Malta and The Malta Independent. But 
it was  Running Commentary that made her widely 
known, becoming one of  the most read websites 
in Malta. Her hard-hitting journalism meant she 
was involved in a number of  legal battles and in 
2016, Politico named her as one of  “28 people who 
are shaping, shaking and stirring Europe.”

The news from Malta came in the same week that 
a massive truck bomb claimed the life of  at least one 
journalist and injured at least five others, following an 
explosion in the Somali capital, Mogadishu. Freelance 
video-reporter Ali Nur Siad-Ahmed was killed in the 
explosion alongside at least 260 others, with over 300 
left injured in what has been described as Somalia’s 
most deadly terrorist attack.
“Whether directly targeted or indiscriminately caught 

up in broader tragedies, these murders show that 
journalism is an increasingly dangerous profession,” 
said WEF president, David Callaway. “Our vigilance 
is required now more than ever when it comes to 
safeguarding the right of  journalists to expose 
corruption, bring to light uncomfortable truths, 
and simply do their jobs unhindered. Protecting 
journalists should be of  prime concern for all those 
with an interest in seeing democratic societies thrive. 
An attack on one journalist is an attack on the entire 
profession, and today we stand in solidarity with all 
of  our colleagues who are targeted because of  their 
work.”

2017 has been yet another deadly year for journalists. 
This week’s tragedies are yet to be reflected in the 
number of  deaths tracked by the Committee to 
Protect Journalists (CPJ). But prior to the bombings, 
27 journalists’ deaths had already been recorded in 
2017. Nine of  those were murdered; four in Mexico. 
In 2016, of  the 48 journalists who died, 18 were 
murdered. 

Trust is the new currency for 
success

At a time when trust in traditional media is perhaps 
at an all-time low, ironically, it is the crucial factor 
underpinning radical change and future success in the 
news industry, according to the just-published World 
Press Trends 2017 report. The report, published by 
the World Association of  Newspapers and News 
Publishers (WAN-IFRA), analyses the data collected 
from WAN-IFRA’s annual survey of  more than 70 
countries, in addition to the insights and data from its 
global data partners.

Two years ago was a watershed moment in the 
news media industry when a fundamental shift in the 
business model took place: reader revenue became the 
biggest source of  revenue for news publishers. This 
year’s survey re-enforces that trend as 56 per cent of  
newspapers’ overall revenue came from circulation 
sales (print and digital) in 2016. And the driving force 
in that trend toward building loyal audiences with 
high-quality journalism is no doubt trust, the report 
finds.

WAN-IFRA's report is focused on three themes: 
trust, followed by “from reach to relationships” 
and “advertising rebooted”, featuring the global 
and regional data and insights that have come to 
be expected in the annual report. But this year it 
features new traffic insights from global data partner 
Chartbeat.

Here are some of  the findings to consider...
Global digital circulation revenues grew by 28 • 
per cent (YoY), and a full 300 per cent from 2012- 
2016, with the trend expected to continue.
Reader revenue now makes up about 30 per • 
cent of  total digital revenue.
Despite that, total global newspaper revenues • 
fell 2.1 per cent in 2016 from a year earlier, and 
are down 7.8 percent over the last five years.
Print still makes up the vast majority of  that • 
audience revenue, and continues to grow – up 
by over 3 per cent over the past 5 years.
We estimate that in 2016, print’s share of  total • 
revenues was 91.6 per cent, down from 95.1 
percent in 2012.
Print advertising revenue continued its decline, • 
8 per cent over the previous period and down 
26.8 percent over the past five years.
Digital advertising grew by 5 per cent from 2015 • 
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to 2016, highlighting the ongoing challenge 
publishers face to generate not just more digital 
revenues but also new revenue streams to offset 
print losses.

Despite the increasing focus on reader revenue and 
the overwhelming domination of  digital advertising 
by Internet giants, publishers have opportunities to 
carve out more of  the ad pie by forming alliances and 
leveraging their high-quality brand environments.

WAN-IFRA’s global data partners include Zenith, 
Ipsos, Chartbeat and PwC, national associations 
and contributors. The report is also supported by 
technology partner, CCI. The report is available for 
download (free to WAN-IFRA members; charge for 
non-members):http://www.wan-ifra.org/wpt_2017. 

sukumar ranganathan is 
editor-in-chief, HT

Sukumar Ranganathan has been appointed the new 
editor-in-chief  of  Hindustan Times. He will replace 
Bobby Ghosh who stepped down from his position 
recently. He will oversee all the print and digital 
operations of  HT and report to Shobhana Bhartia, 
chairperson and Group editorial director, HT Media. 

Ranganathan, who has postgraduate degrees 
in Mathematics and Business Administration 
and a graduate degree in Chemical Engineering, 
has been editor of  Mint since late 2008. He has 
previously worked at the IndiaToday Group and The 
Hindu Business Line.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

The Hindu announces demerger 
of publishing business

The Hindu Group has announced that the process 
of  demerger of  the publishing business of  Kasturi & 
Sons (KSL) into a separate entity is complete under 
the Companies Act 2013, with the sanctioning of  the 
Scheme of  Arrangement (Demerger) by the Chennai 
Bench of  the National Company Law Tribunal vide 
its order dated August 29, 2017. The process of  
holding the requisite board meetings and shareholder 
meetings was completed in phases in September 
2017.

N. Murali has been appointed chairman and Nalini 
Krishnan co-chairperson of  the holding company, 

Kasturi & Sons. The existing directors of  the pre-
merged KSL constitute the board of  the holding 
company. N. Ram has been appointed chairman and 
Malini Parthasarathy co-chairperson of  The Hindu 
Group’s publishing company, THG Publishing, 
whose board has been constituted with the existing 
directors of  Kasturi & Sons. The Hindu Group’s 
newspapers, magazines, and digital news media 
publications are now a part of  this company. N. Ravi 
has been appointed publisher of  The Hindu and the 
other publications of  The Hindu Group.

All the above changes have come into effect from 
September 16 this year.

(Courtesy: The Hindu)

Media must uphold society’s 
interest first: n. ravi

The media should put society’s interest first over 
any special sectional interest, said N. Ravi, Director, 
Kasturi and Sons, speaking at the inauguration of  a 
colloquy on Media and Social Responsibility organised 
by the DG Vaishnav College in Chennai. Stating that 
social responsibility was an elusive concept, like other 
concepts such as public or national interest, he said 
that there could be as many definitions or ideas of  
social responsibility as there are people addressing 
the issue.

Stating that the media landscape was in a state of  
flux, Ravi said that earlier newspapers were disrupted 
by the arrival of  radio and television. Then, television 
was affected by the Internet and now social media 
and mobile applications had taken over. He said that 
a vast amount of  information was available at the 
touch of  the screen for a reader or viewer and there 
was an information overload.
“However, the ease with which information can 

be put on the Internet, the anonymity it provides, 
and the speed at which comments are made and 
opinions are formed also gave room for fake news 
and unverified reports and comments not based on 
facts,” he said, adding that in this context the role of  
the journalist in verifying and organising information 
became critical. With competition from television, 
Internet and mobile applications, newspaper websites 
and newspapers came under immense time pressure. 

“The challenge is not to compromise on verification 
and meticulous regard to truth under time pressure,” 
said Ravi.
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Newspapers were better placed than television 
channels to analyse and place in context so that 
people could make sense of  developments. “In 
most cases, the same journalist will write for mobile 
application instantly, for the website after some time 
and the newspaper ultimately after some reflection. 
At all these stages, he should ensure the facts are 
verified carefully,” he added, stating that while the 
media might operate on different platforms, the 
commitment to truth telling should be the primary 
responsibility of  a journalist.

Speaking at the event, Shekhar Gupta, founder, 
The Print, said that there was no bigger social 
responsibility for a journalist than to speak the truth. 

“Today the state of  media is such that speaking the 
truth gets you nothing. Now, in order for media 
to be successful, you have to speak manufactured 
fiction,” he said. Debates on identity, on profiling of  
any ethnicity, religion, region or linguistic group and 
demonising them was very dangerous as it had the 
ability to break up the country, he added.

(Courtesy: The Hindu)

Kalli Purie is vice-chairperson, 
India Today Group

Aroon Purie has reportedly said in an email sent to 
the employees that Kalli Purie has been appointed 
as the vice-chairperson of  The India Today Group. 
During her 20 year long association with Group, 
Kalli Purie has held several important posts. Until 
now, she was the Group editorial director (Broadcast 
& New Media). As per the new order, the Group 
CFO and the new Group CEO when appointed will 
report to Kalli Purie.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Eastern Media is now the 
sambad Group

Odisha’s largest media conglomerate Eastern 
Media (EML) revealed its corporate identity as the 
Sambad Group on October 9. The chairman of  
Sambad Group, Soumya Ranjan Patnaik, unveiled 
the logo on the occasion coinciding with the 
33rd foundation day of  Sambad – state’s most-read 
and widely circulated vernacular daily, in presence 
of  the Group’s managing director, Monica Nayyar 

Patnaik, and executive director Tanaya Patnaik.
The largest among the Group, Sambad has thirty 

regional offices, four printing centres, thirty three 
sales offices, a largest read Odia daily, two leading 
Odia magazines, a television news channel and two 
radio stations.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Business Line e-paper introduces 
digital subscription

Recently, The Hindu Business Line introduced its all 
new e-paper (presently, only the Chennai edition) 
in a more “convenient format” which comes with 
some new features – switch between image and text 
formats, share articles on social media, save articles 
in your favourite list, download the html or PDF 
version, and night mode option. And, what comes 
along with convenience is a pay wall. It allows the 
readers to choose four options of  subscription other 
than a seven-day free-trial period.

In June 2016, Business Standard, another leading 
business newspaper, became the first in the industry 
to introduce digital subscription in India. Although, 
both publications provide similar features, the annual 
subscription charges of  Business Standard are more 
than double of  what Business Line asks for. Business 
Line also gives access to the issues of  last 60 days from 
the current date in the e-Paper archives. A subscriber 
can also download them in pdf  format. 

However, other leading business newspapers such 
as Mint, Financial Express and The Economic Times, 
which don’t charge a single penny, give full access to 
all their content. In case of  Financial Express, other 
than reading the complete e-paper, all visitors have 
access to its archives of  last 5 years. Mint gives access 
to e-paper archives of  last three months, Economic 
Times allows only for last 6 days. 

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com/ Nishant Saxena)

I&B Ministry directs PIB to 
verify circulation of newspapers

On August 30, a directive by the Union Ministry 
of  Information and Broadcasting (I&B) entrusted 
the Press Information Bureau (PIB) with the task 
of  verifying the circulation of  newspapers for which 
its regional and branch offices will be also given an 
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There are two sides to every story and after carefully considering both the sides we can get the facts, 
explode the myths and set out to know about the sustainability of print and paper. It’s the perfect way 
to tell the truth about our industry to the clients, media and other people in the print industry the 
world over.

Go Paperless, Go Green, and Save Trees are common messages seen these days as many organisations 
encourage their customers to switch to electronic transactions and communication. But are these 
appeals based on fact? These sort of messages give the impression that electronic communication 
is more environment-friendly than traditional, paper-based communication. But it is very difficult to 
make such a statement without considering the full lifetime of the different mediums.

It is a known fact that paper is a uniquely renewable and sustainable product. The main raw material, 
wood, is grown and harvested in a carefully controlled and sustainable way – so sustainable, in fact, 
that European forests, where most of the raw material comes from, have grown by an area the size of 
Switzerland in just 10 years.

The environmental impacts of our ever-increasing digital world cannot be ignored. The ICT industry 
accounts for approximately 2 per cent of global emissions, on par with emissions from the global 
aviation sector. Businesses and individuals are increasingly using ‘cloud’ services. The mega data-
centres store almost everything we do online; including our web searches, our social media posts and 
our online statements. 

If compared with the electricity demand of countries in the same year, the cloud would rank 6th in 
the world, with demand expected to increase 63 per cent by 2020 (Greenpeace in 2014). Each year, 
the electronic industry, one of the world’s largest and fastest growing, generates up to 41 million 
tonnes of e-waste from goods such as computers and smart phones (United Nations Environment 
Programme in 2015).

When it comes to communication, whether it’s electronic or the traditional medium, consumers 
must be informed about the environmental impacts of both. E-waste is more harmful because it is not 
biodegradable whereas paper can be recycled any time. 

(By Kamal Chopra, president of the All India Federation of Master Printers 2016-17.)

<
additional Rs 50 lakh and Rs 70 lakh, state media 
reports. 

The ministry order further mentions the names 
of  the designated officers alongside the publications 
whose circulation they will have to check. Along 
with regional newspapers named in the order, there 
is also mention of  national players such as The Indian 
Express and DNA. For The Indian Express, designated 
PIB officers have been asked to verify circulations 
in cities such as New Delhi, Pune, Mumbai and 
Chandigarh, while for DNA, the Ahmedabad and 
Jaipur editions would be verified, state reports.

This is the first time that PIB has been tasked with 
verifying circulation of  newspapers. Before this, the 
task was undertaken by the Registrar of  Newspapers 
of  India (RNI).

According to a report in Newslaundry a well-
placed source within the I&B ministry said that the 

task was handed out to PIB keeping in mind the 
2019 General Elections so that the Directorate of  
Advertising and Visual Publicity (DAVP) --  a body 
that decides allocation of  government advertisements 
to newspapers -- knows which newspapers to give ads 
to based on their real circulation numbers.

Also up for verification will be Dainik Bhaskar’s 
Delhi, Uttar Pradesh and Muzaffarpur editions and 
regional papers including Niyomiya Barta from Assam, 
Andhra Prabha in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, 
Deepika and Janmabhumi from Kerala to name a few. 
The RNI will continue to issue title verification and 
registration certificate. It will also help PIB conduct 
training sessions for PIB officers to hand-hold them 
through the verification numbers.

(Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Paper or electronics – which is more environment-friendly? 
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November 8-10, organised by 
WAN-IFRA & Reuters, in London: 
The International Newsroom 
Summit 2017. More details from 
virginia.melero@wan-ifra.org

November 13-17, organised by 
INMA, in San Francisco: INMA 
Silicon Valley Study Tour. More 
details from Katy.Schaff@inma.org

November 14-16, organised 
by WAN-IFRA, in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina: Digital Media 
LATAM/ LATAM Digital Media 
Awards. More details from nicole.
frankenhauser@wan-ifra .org/    
rodrigo.bonilla@wan-ifra.org

November 16-18, organised by 
FESPA, in Mexico City: FESPA 
Mexico 2017. More details from 
FESPA website

November 15-16, organised 
by WAN-IFRA, in Bengaluru: 
Advanced Photojournalism. 
More details from vijayalakshmi.
murali@wan-ifra.org

November 29-30, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Nairobi, Kenya: 
Digital Media Africa 2017/ 
African Digital Media Awards. 
More details from  ralf.ressmann@
wan-ifra.org/ virginia.melero@
wan-ifra.org 

November December

December 1 - February 2: 
Registration starts for WAN-IFRA 
Asian Media Awards. More details 
from wilson.leong@wan-ifra.org

December 7-10, organised by 
FESPA, in Istanbul: FESPA 
Eurasia 2017. Details on the 
FESPA website

December 11-14, organised by 
IPAMA & Expo Centre Sharjah, in 
Sharjah: Print Pack Arabia. More 
details from gaurav@expo-centre.
ae/ rajesh@expo-centre.ae info@
expo-centre.ae

December 14-15, organised 
by WAN-IFRA, in Hyderabad: 
Infographics with Motion 
Graphics. More details from 
vijayalakshmi.murali@wan-ifra.org

March 20-21, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Copenhagen, Denmark: 
Digital Media Europe 2018. More 
details from angela.pontes@wan-
ifra.org 

February

January 26: Call for entries for 
INMA Global Media Awards. 
More details from awards@inma.
org/

MarchJanuary

February 6-8, organised by WAN-
IFRA, (in India, venue to be decided): 
Digital Media India 2018. M ore 
details from  infoindia@wan-ifra.
org

February 22-24, organised by 
FESPA, in Bangkok, Thailand: 
FESPA Asia 2018. Details on the 
FESPA website

February 26-28, organised by News 
Media Alliance and other partners, 
in San Diego, US: Key Executives 
Mega-Conference. More on NMA 
website

February 28: organised by WAN-
IFRA, in Dubai: Middle East 
Digital Media Awards 2018. More 
details from christin.herger@wan-
ifra.org 

2017
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or by CD to our address

advertisement Tariff
Full Page:  

B&W   Rs.  6,000
Colour   Rs. 12,000

Half Page:  

B&W   Rs. 3,000
Colour   Rs. 6,000

(Plus 5% GST)

Overseas
Full Page : USD  450

Half Page : USD  250

(Plus 5% GST)

Mechanical Details 
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Visit www.pressinstitute.in

annual subscription

India :  
12 Issues  Rs. 600

36 Issues  Rs. 1,500

overseas : 
USD  50

Yes, digital publishing is here to stay

Tablets might still be a niche market in India, but they are a rapidly growing and promising 
new media channel for newspaper publishers. Digital publishing to tablets is another step 
in the ongoing evolution of the media industry. This change forces publishers to define 
an effective multi-channel publishing strategy, enabling them to effortlessly address any 
channel and to monetise new channels such as tablets successfully. A special report by 
Stefan Horst
                                               
                    >>> more

Dinamalar surges forward on the new media front

A 60-year-old newspaper has adapted and moved with the times, and moved quickly.  Its 
Web site attracts more than two million unique visitors and more than 190 million page 
views a month; its iPhone, iPod and iPad applications have recorded a substantial number 
of downloads and page views, with various apps being made available on the Android 
platform as well. All run and managed by a small team that is highly focused on delivering 
value to users as well as clients, and it has paid off well. Sashi Nair reports on the Dinamalar 
new media success story

                 >>> more
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